
THE WEAK

vs.

Romans 15:1-3

15 Now we who are strong ought to bear the
weaknesses of those without strength and
notTusf please ourselves. 2 Each of us is to please

his neighbor for his good, to his edification. 3 For
even Christ did not please Himself; but as it is
written, "The reproaches of those who reproached
You fell on Me."

References: 1 Corinthians 8 and Romans 14

Faith

O Having confidence in what you know to be true

O Trusting that what you're doing is morally right

O Not doubting

Knowledge

O Understanding what the Bible teaches on certain issues

O Having the truth on a matter that will shed light on that subject so you can have a proper

response

Conscience

O When you consider or feel that your own actions are right or wrong

O lt may make you feel guilty about something

What is a Neutral lssue?

O Anything that the Bible does not clearly say is either right or wrong

O A person may, however, consider a neutral issue as wrong based on a (strong) personal

conviction



!s it a Neutral lssue?

1. ls it a direct, scriptural statement of command, prohibition or exhortation?

2. ls it a Biblically consistent truth derived from the compilation of scriptural evidence and

interpreted by sound principals of normal, literary interpretation?

ls it a normative, scriptural standard to accept or pattern to follow?

ls it a teaching that has generally been accepted by the church across cultural and

denominational lines throughout history?

5. ls it a belief or a conviction that you would die for rather than renounce as untrue for the
universal body of Christ?

3.

4.

MORALLY
WRONG

Very
Unwise

The Neutral lssues Scale
Application of Wisdom

Not Usually
Wise

Somewhat
Unwise

The Weak Christian

O Weak in faith and conscience related to a specific issue

O Those who are weak in faith believe if they engage in a neutral issue, they wi'll sin

O Those who are weak in conscience they are doubtful about a neutral issue

O A weaker brother or sister is not an immature Christian! They are often very spiritually

mature!

Being weak in faith is not sin

Having outward strength or emotion to resist questionable issue does not make you a

strong Christian

Very MORALLY
Permissible RIGHT

Usually
Permissible

o

o

O Oftentimes a judgemental spirit is sin where the neural issue they are judging is not



The Strong Ghristian

O A Christian whose strong faith and conscience allow them to participate in neutral
matters without sinning

O They understand their Christian liberty, but they allow their behaviour to be governed for
the greater good of the body of Christ, which may mean giving up their freedom
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.,jir,I_Definition: A weak believer is a Christian who, because of the weakness of faith and

conscience, can be influenced to sin against his or her conscience.
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